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In #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen’s gripping novel of romantic suspense, a man’s
lust for revenge turns into an obsession with his brother’s wife.Beautiful actress Mallory Thane endured
the harsh, unforgiving glare of publicity during the trial in which she stood accused of murdering her
husband. But even the acquittal that set her free couldn’t ease the heartache of her ordeal. Desperate to
get back her life, her career, and her sanity, she accepts a new movie deal on an island paradise–only to
realize that she has walked into a trap.Her captor is power player Sabin Wyatt, a dark, enigmatic man
who still holds Mallory responsible for his brother Ben’s death. But at the root of his scheme is his
obsessive need to possess the woman who haunts his dreams, no matter what truth she’s hiding.
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1. Legend 33

Mallory won the case she has one a not guilty verdict for the murder of
her husband. Now she needs to get a movie part so she can pay her bills..
And she needs to get away from who ever is calling her and hanging up.
So when Global offers her a part overseas she grabs it.
Sabin her ex brother in law now owns Global and he also thinks Mallory
owes him restitution for the money he thinks her husband borrowed for
her. So he arranges the movie offer to get her under his control.
What wasn't known by either is there is an other player in the game. And
he is deadly.
They all have parts that are not clear in the game of life and they must
play to the end.

2. MOQ
This book is now a reprint so be careful when you buy it!
Beautiful actress Mallory Thane endured the harsh, unforgiving glare of
publicity during the trial in which she stood accused of murdering her
husband. But even the acquittal that set her free couldn't ease the
heartache of her ordeal. Desperate to get back her life, her career, and
her sanity, she accepts a new movie deal on an island paradise -- only to
realize that she has walked into a trap. Her captor is power player Sabin
Wyatt, a dark, enigmatic man who still holds Mallory responsible for his
brother Ben's death. But at the root of his scheme is his obsessive need to
possess the woman who haunts his dreams, no matter what truth she's
hiding.

3. AfinaS
I don't know why but I've read Notorious at least half a dozen times, I
suppose it just ticks all the boxes for me.

4. Celace
From a court room to a carriage in Central Park, and a bunch of places in
between, our main character is accused and abused. But she finds true
love just the same A good fast read.

5. Burisi
I enjoyed reading this book again.

6. Ylal
I loved it! The story was unbelievable and totally unrealistic but the result
was an obsessed hero, a great heroine and one true love, just the way I
like it!

7. Nicanagy
This was an early work by Iris Johansen, and I found myself being irritated
by the lack of interpersonal development between the hero and heroine.
Okay for a light read.

8. I like kooks with dominant male characters.. Author knows how to capture
and keep her readers' interest. I love Johansen's books.
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